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Abstract: A smart health system that benefits both patients and doctors is a personal health record (PHR) system. 

Typically, a PHR is managed and kept on the cloud by a semi-reliable cloud service provider. Nonetheless, there is still 

a chance that untrusted people and semi trusted parties could see confidential health information. In this article, a patient-

centric PHR sharing structure is suggested in order to safeguard patients' privacy and guarantee that they have control 

over their PHRs. This framework eliminates the key hosting issue and achieves fine-grained access control to PHRs by 

encrypting all PHRs with multiauthority attribute-based encryption prior to outsourcing. In order to guarantee data 

integrity on the cloud and protect the user's identity during authentication, an anonymous authentication between the 

cloud and the user is also suggested. The new online-offline attribute-based signature that the proposed authentication is 

based on is issued. It can strengthen patients' control over their PHRs by making the encrypted PHRs resistant to collusion 

attempts and preventing forgery during the sharing time. Decryption that is done online-offline and through outsourcing 

also lowers computation costs and boosts productivity. Lastly, comparisons based on numerical trials are shown. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 General Introduction 
 

ECC, an alternative technique to RSA, is a powerful cryptography approach. It generates security between key pairs for 

public key encryption by using the mathematics of elliptic curves. 
 

RSA does something similar with prime numbers instead of elliptic curves, but ECC has gradually been growing in 

popularity recently due to its smaller key size and ability to maintain security. This trend will probably continue as the 

demand on devices to remain secure increases due to the size of keys growing, drawing on scarce mobile resources. This 

is why it is so important to understand elliptic curve cryptography in context. 
 

In contrast to RSA, ECC bases its approach to public key cryptographic systems on how elliptic curves are structured 

algebraically over finite fields. Therefore, ECC creates keys that are more difficult, mathematically, to crack. For this 

reason, ECC is considered to be the next generation implementation of public key cryptography and more secure than 

RSA. 
 

It also makes sense to adopt ECC to maintain high levels of both performance and security. That’s because ECC is 

increasingly in wider use as websites strive for greater online security in customer data and greater mobile optimization, 

simultaneously. More sites using ECC to secure data means a greater need for this kind of quick guide to elliptic curve 

cryptography. 
 

An elliptic curve for current ECC purposes is a plane curve over a finite field which is made up of the points satisfying 

the equation: 

y²=x³ + ax + b. 
 

In this elliptic curve cryptography example, any point on the curve can be mirrored over the x-axis and the curve will stay 

the same. Any non-vertical line will intersect the curve in three places With the improvement of cloud services, data 

proprietors are getting motivated in outsourcing their data into the cloud server to achieve better access and storage facility 

at a low cost. Encrypting the data before outsourcing into the cloud is considered as a general approach for protecting 

data privacy. Even though encryption protects the data against unauthorized access, but at the same time, it also activates 

inconvenience for the authorized users in accessing the encrypted data at large. 
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As a result, much research is being carried out so as to quickly retrieve the information from the huge pool of data using 

some keyword-based search techniques. It has become a challenge for the researchers to give an efficient multi-keyword 

search model. Privacy-preserving conjunctive keyword search system over encrypted cloud data cares the update 

operations dynamically. The index structure is constructed on the basis of Multi-Attribute Tree (MAT) and an effective 

search procedure which is known as search MAT algorithm is introduced. In order to enhance the efficiency of the text 

searching the index structure based on the Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering tree index (HAC-tree) is proposed. 

To encrypt the index of HAC tree and query vector, this method uses the secure inner product algorithm. In this, Non-

candidate Pruning Depth First Algorithm is used to search the corresponding file in the tree which prunes the sub-tree 

which does not contain any search result to increase the relevance of the searched keyword to the cloud file, the coordinate 

matching along with inner product similarity is introduced. Reverse data structure to permit users to accomplish dynamic 

operations on document collection is proposed, which perform either inserting or deleting. The sparse matrix is used to 

encrypt the index matrix and query vector to enhance efficiency to provide privacy for both cloud service providers as 

well as data users, the new Oblivious Multiple Keyword Search (OMKS) is proposed.  

 

The proposed protocol support multiple keyword searches such as conjunctive keyword search and disjunctive keyword 

search. In the disjunctive keyword search, it apprehends in a simple way that it sends the values of the keyword to the 

server in the query. In the conjunctive keyword search, the addition of all keywords values is used as the fresh keywords 

values involved in the calculation. By using these two searches this method achieves efficient search and matched cipher 

text the multi-keyword tree-based search scheme is proposed to provide security to the sensitive information of the data 

owners. The document collection in the cloud environment is achieved through the hierarchical clustering method. To 

generate an encrypted index as well as query vectors, the vector space model is used and to achieve efficient search, DFS 

algorithm is used. The secure proposed algorithm is used to encrypt the query vectors.  

 

The clustering of documents is performed using bisecting k-means clustering. Context-aware search is introduced to make 

semantic search smart. The proposed method first introduces the Semantic Compound Keyword Search (SCKS) as a 

knowledge representation tool. Two schemes are proposed based on CG. This method converts original CG into their 

corresponding linear form with few modifications and it matches them to numerical vectors. Ranked multi keyword search 

over encrypted data in the cloud is introduced on the basis of two threat models. To resolve the problem in the privacy-

preserving smart semantic search based on CGs, the proposed scheme uses PRSCG and PRSCG-TF schemes. The 

compound concept semantic similarity evaluation method is projected to quantify the similarity between the compound 

concepts. This method integrates both secure K nearest neighbour scheme and CCSS with Locality Sensitive Hashing 

Function, thus proposing the Semantic Compound Keyword Search (SCKS).  The goal of secure this scheme is to 

steadily recognize the K-Nearest points in the encrypted databank to a provided encrypted query. This proposed method 

not only achieves semantic-based search but at the same time also performs a multi-keyword search and ranks the searched 

result 

 

1.2 OBJECTIVE: 
 

The main objective is,  

• To performance Blockchain 

• To perform the, Encryption and Decryption with less data loss. 

• To implement the hybrid AES and ECC learning algorithm. 

• To enhance the performance analysis. 

 

1.3 PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 

• To perform the, Encryption and Decryption with less data loss. 

• Although this method is straightforward and user, it has some severe limitations.  

• Time taken to done the Encryption and decryption is very low, when compared with the other techniques 

 

II. SYSTEM PROPOSAL 
 

2.1 EXISTING SYSTEM 
 

• The use of a proxy server in a Cloud Service Provider (CSP) reduces search time and increases search 

efficiency by utilizing a Boolean search in the proxy server. 

• Main server supports multiple users at a time with the help of Deep learning based Neural Network, which 

provides an accurate result. 
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• Trusted Authority is employed to provide secure document retrieval for authorized user. TA manages dual 

security processes as key management and Security Device Issuing. 

• Secure top k ranking is achieved using Euclidean distance calculation and accuracy of document retrieval is 

improved. 

 

2.1.1 DISADVANTAGE 

• Encryption and decryption file on time high  

• Along with that, data loss is more when compared with the other conventional methods. 

 

2.2 PROPOSED SYSTEM 

• Cloud services have increased the number of data owners it has been store their encrypted data in the cloud, 

while an equal or greater number of data users based in data retrieval. 
 

• It is based on Blockchain 

• Hybrid ECC and AES Algorithm using the Encrypted and Decrypted the dataset   

• Encrypted File will be Stored in Cloud Server and User based on Keyword Searching for Algorithm. 

• User based Enter the keyword that also Encrypted Query After that Searching Encrypted Cloud Server  

• Finally, Retrieval process is done to fetch the encrypted file, which is Related to the Query data. 

• User based enter the Particular key user decrypts File the better performance better performance in terms of 

recall, ranking privacy, precision, searching time. 

 

2.2.1 ADVANTAGE: 

• Time taken to done the Encryption and decryption is very low, when compared with the other techniques. 

• Easy to retrieve the data from the cloud. 

• Data loss is low, in the receiver side during the decryption process 

 

 
Fig 1. Proposed architectural design 

 

3.2 Key Generation: Hybrid AES and ECC based on 128 bits key Generated For Encrypted data Wise. A encryption 

system is designed by combining the characteristics of the AES and ECC Which Can solve Security Problem itself 

Efficiently realize the information, data encryption, signature, and  

identity verification. 

 

3.2 Classification: Machine learning is a method of data analysis that automates analytical model building. It is a 

branch of artificial intelligence based on the idea that systems can learn from data, identify patterns and make decisions 

with minimal human intervention. 
 

3.2.1 Random forest algorithm creates decision trees on data samples and then gets the prediction from each of them 

and finally selects the best solution by means of voting. 
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3.2.2 Decision Tree Simple to understand and to interpret. Trees can be visualised. Requires little data preparation. k-

nearest neighbours (KNN) algorithm is a simple, supervised machine learning algorithm that can be used to solve both 

classification and regression problems 

 

4.2 Generation: Accuracy , precision Recall,f1-score 

 

III. CONCLUSION 

 

In this scheme, the identity and attributes of the user are hidden and known only to the trusted central authority. To prevent 

cloud server from tampering with cipher text or spoofing end users, an anonymous authentication based on attribute-based 

signature is proposed. In the whole access-control process, only authorized users can access and obtain messages. For 

achieving lightweight computation, online and offline technique and outsourcing operations are used. Compared with the 

existing works, the proposed scheme not only keeps the encrypted PHRs to resist collusion attacks and not to be attack 
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